First draft of proposed outline for SPI-2 draft standard (includes SPI-1, SPI Amendment, Fast-20, LVD, and appropriate parts of SCSI-2).
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Low density
  device (bail locks, 50 pos) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2
  cable (bail locks, 50 pos) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2

High density
  device
    50 pos (clips) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.1
    68 pos scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2
      clips (obsolete) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2
      jackscrew spi-1 section 5.2
    cable
      50 pos (clips) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.1
      68 pos scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2
        clips (obsolete) scsi-2 section 5.3.2.2
        jackscrews spi-1 section 5.2
  VHDCI 68 pos -- need EIA reference
    cable
      jackscrews 96-175
      clips 96-175
      detent 96-175
    device universal 96-175

5.1 Nonshielded connector ........................................... 8
Low density device (50 pos no ret’n) scsi-2 section 5.3.1.2

5.3.1.2

cable (50 pos no ret’n) scsi-2 section 5.3.1.2

High density device

50 pos no ret’n (obsolete) scsi-2 section 5.3.1.1
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Note duplicate references for this: 68 pos no ret’n scsi-2 section 5.3.1.3
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spi-1 section 5.1
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Note: duplicate references for this: 68 pos no ret’n scsi-2 section 5.3.1.3
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SCA-2 (80 pos no ret’n) -- need EIA reference device 96-175

cable 96-175
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A Cable

single ended

unshielded low density (set 1) scsi-2

all others (set 2) scsi-2

differential

unshielded low density (set 1) scsi-2

all others (set 2) scsi-2

LVD

unshielded low density (set 1) 96-175

all others (set 2) 96-175

B Cable (obsolete)

single ended scsi-2
differential scsi-2

Primary bus (P cable)

single ended spi-1
differential spi-1

LVD 96-175

Secondary bus (Q cable)(obsolete?)

single ended
differential
LVD
Mixed width (A/P) (relationship to EPI??)
A bus to P bus          spi-1
P bus - A devices       sff 8017
A bus - P devices       sff 8017
multiple A busses to multiple P busses ...........EPI

6  SCSI bus cables

6.1  Cable characteristics for signals

  single ended
  slow                     scsi-2
  fast                     spi-1
  fast 20                  fast 20

  differential
  slow                     scsi-2
  fast                     spi-1
  fast 20                  ........ spi-1

  LVD
  slow                     96-175
  fast                     96-175
  fast 20                  96-175
  fast 40/80               96-175

[The following sections will all be filled out in the same way as started for sections 5 and 6]
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All of section stays exactly as in SPI-1 for SPI-2

(need to figure out how to describe the SCSI-2 document in SPI-2)
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